Intern at a Fast Paced Research & Analytics Startup
Want to gain experience in one of the most explosive fields of the last decade? Want to learn valuable skills in a fun,
empowering environment with other young ambitious professionals? Emperitas is a Salt Lake based data analytics and
market research startup that’s changing the way companies use data in their decision-making. While traditional
methods are failing, our unique approach to solving problems, boosting revenue, and making companies more efficient
has quickly set us apart as a leader in applied research and analytics.
Emperitas is expanding our team of highly motivated individuals focused on learning valuable skills and accelerating
their professional careers. Instead of wasting your time with coffee runs or other mindnumbing tasks, our team will
teach you the most successful methods of conducting market research and data analytics while giving you the
opportunity to apply what you’re learning on real projects. One of our core values is to “always be learning,” and our
ideal candidate is someone who constantly challenges their own limitations.
What You Will Receive:
●

Skills in both market research & data analytics, and additional opportunities for growth and development

●

Experience working closely with Emperitas teams and executives

●

Opportunities to network with various decision-making professionals in the industry

●

Experience that can be applied in any business - to impress future employers or help your own startup thrive

●

Based on performance, you may receive a letter of recommendation, internship credit hours (if permitted by
your college), or a job offer

What We Require:
●

A strong desire to always be learning (especially if you aren’t very experienced with market research or data
analysis)

●

Great communication and organization skills

●

15 hours of work per week (only 10 hours are expected the office) ● Ping Pong and/or Foosball skills (optional)

To apply, please submit your resume to Cameron Lantz at luciano@emperitas.com. Our intern positions fill up fast, so
carpe diem.

